Sooneristically Speaking

Hello, Sooners everywhere! Here we are, in a new dress, typographically speaking, and in a new form of news presentation. As the year progresses during the course of the first volume of The Sooner Magazine, changes in form were constantly suggesting themselves. Many of these have been incorporated in this present issue, and we imagine the magazine more serviceable.

This issue is being sent to every graduate of record. Our soonest family is now of respectable size—more than seven thousand graduates. Our membership list reveals that Sooners may be found literally in the four corners of the earth, engaged in almost every occupation. Keeping up with events of this great graduate family is no easy matter. Ripest of graduates in supplying news coming to their attention will be appreciated. The Sooner Magazine succeeds only when it serves the greatest number of graduates.

Several events, important in our university's history, will occur during the coming school year. In the first place, we resume athletic relations with the University of Texas, after an interrim of several years. Old timers will well recall how the noble order of Quo Vadis gained members through the great games at Dallas, hitch-hiking, riding the rods, walking—any way to get to the arena where the Sooners wrestled with the Longhorns. The Texas game is an important one—the interest Sooners have shown in letters to the editor in the game evince that.

Then there is the dedication of our new university library. While description in detail will be given in our issue, the dedication is described in typical university fashion. The New University Library is not only a new structure, it is a new institution. It is a step forward in the progress of our university's history, and will bring about a considerable amount of change in the administrative life of the university. It is hoped that the presence of such a library will make the university a more important and interesting place to study.

The Sooner Magazine is published monthly except August and September. Each issue contains a variety of articles, ranging from sports to academic topics. The magazine is a news magazine for University of Oklahoma (and Kingman College) graduates and former students. Established in 1928, the magazine has been a valuable resource for alumni and students alike.